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ABSTRACT

The surface wind stress curl is the forcing function in the equations of vertically integrated water transport of wind-driven ocean currents. Hence, it has become a basic quantity in theoretical oceanography. As the time dependence of all important surface quantities in the Indian Ocean is stronger than in other oceans, it is valuable to look particularly at the time variation in this region. This study presents monthly charts of the wind stress curl at the surface of the Indian Ocean from its land boundaries up to 50° S. and from 20° E. to 116° E.

Basic data were the monthly surface maps of the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, derived from ship observations and given as 2° square means of the surface wind. The processing of the data is described in detail. In particular, small-scale fluctuations are objectively filtered out.

While earlier compilations are usually on a coarser grid (seasonal and 5° square averages), the present data have a refined time and space resolution. Therefore, they allow one to study more detailed structures. In particular, the charts show that the curl pattern in the Indian Ocean is not independent of longitude.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering papers of Sverdrup (1947), Stommel (1948), and Munk (1950), several investigators have used the vertically integrated equations of motion as an approach to understanding the large-scale patterns of wind-driven ocean currents. In the 1950s, the main effort was directed toward explaining the steady motions. In more recent studies, time-dependent processes are also included. The governing equation for models of the more general latter type may be written (see, for example, Gates 1968) as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \nabla^2 \psi + \frac{1}{\rho H} J(\psi, \nabla \psi) + \beta \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} - F(\psi) = \text{curl} \tau.
\]  

(1)

The \(x, y\) coordinates are counted positive to the east and north, respectively. The \(\psi = \psi(x, y, \theta)\) is the stream function for the horizontal mass transport components \(M_x, M_y\) given by

\[
M_x = \int_{-H}^{H} \rho u dz = -\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}, \quad M_y = \int_{-H}^{H} \rho v dz = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}.
\]  

(2)

\(H\) is the depth of the ocean, assumed to be constant, \(Z\) the ocean's free surface (\(Z << H\)), \(J\) the usual Jacobian operator, \(\beta\) the meridional derivative of the Coriolis parameter \(f\), \(\rho\) the density of water, and \(\tau\) the horizontal wind stress vector at sea level. The function \(F\) parameterizes friction; it varies between different models.

Under stationary and linear conditions without friction, equation (1) combined with (2) yields

\[
M_y = \beta \frac{1}{\rho} \text{curl} \tau.
\]  

(3)

If the \(\beta\) parameter is assumed to be constant (the \(\beta\)-plane approximation), this equation states that the meridional mass transport component \(M_y\) is directly proportional to the curl of the wind stress. The function \(M_y\), as derived from equation (3), is usually called the Sverdrup transport (Sverdrup 1947).

The general vorticity equation (1) expresses a balance between the effects of time dependence, nonlinearity, the \(\beta\) effect, friction, and wind stress. The left-hand side of equation (1) depends on \(\psi\), whereas the right-hand side is the independent forcing function. Thus the curl of the surface wind stress over the ocean has become a fundamental quantity in discussions of the wind-driven ocean circulation.

A few authors have published stress curl distributions as observed over the world ocean (see section 2). However, none of these gives charts on a monthly or 2° square basis. This study presents monthly mean charts of curl, \(\tau\) over the Indian Ocean from the northern land boundaries up to 50° S. and from 20° E. to 116° E., based on the 2° square wind force data of the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (1952), briefly called the "Dutch Atlas."

Compared to other oceans, the central and the northern parts of the Indian Ocean exhibit the most pronounced seasonal change of surface conditions (see, for example, Ramage 1968); thus it seems valuable to look at the time variation in this region in closer detail. Monthly data on a 2° square basis represent a fairly high resolution both in time and space. The charts here presented may serve as an observational background for theoretical studies in this interesting region of the world ocean.

2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The first pattern of wind stress on a global scale was given by Munk (1950). Figure 9 in his original paper shows meridional sections of zonal wind stress between 20° S. and 70° N. as (1) annual means for the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, (2) June and November means for the Atlantic Ocean, and (3) annual means for the...
Atlantic Ocean both east and west of 40° W. The wind stress data were calculated as 5° square means. The stress curl, given for zonal winds by $-\frac{\partial \tau_x}{\partial y}$ can be calculated from this figure.

Mintz and Dean (1952) constructed fields of the surface wind vorticity for the world ocean. Their figures 14 and 15 show the vorticity of the January and July surface wind over the oceans, in units of $10^{-6} \text{ sec}^{-1}$, between 50° S. and 60° N. These patterns were computed from 5° square means of the surface wind in Beaufort; for the conversion from wind force to wind speed, see table 1. Using $\mathbf{V} = (u, v)$ as the actual horizontal vector wind and an overbar as the operator of time-averaging over a month, they calculated the wind vorticity using the formula

$$\text{curl} \mathbf{V} = \text{curl} \mathbf{\overline{V}}. \quad (4)$$

The main features of the global surface vorticity are discussed best in terms of a meridional section of the zonally averaged fields (fig. 16 of Mintz and Dean 1952). The figure shows, briefly, anticyclonic vorticity in middle and subtropical latitudes and cyclonic vorticity in the Tropics. The general cyclonic vorticity in tropical latitudes is interrupted by a narrow band of anticyclonic vorticity just north of the Equator in July and just south of the Equator in January. They attributed this effect to the recurving of the southeasterly trades at the Equator in July and to the recurving of the northeasterly trades in January.

The Indian Ocean, however, is an exception to these general features; only the January field is in agreement. The Indian Ocean summer vorticity, on the other hand, shows considerable deviations from the normal pattern. Areas of strong negative (anticyclonic) vorticity cover almost the entire northern Indian Ocean—apart from comparatively small positive areas close to the coast of Arabia and the east coast of India—and display an impressive anomaly of the vorticity distribution. These observations demonstrate that the Indian Ocean north of 10° S. has stronger seasonal vorticity changes than any other area of the world ocean.

For avoiding confusion, it should be noted that the fields of $\text{curl} \mathbf{V}$ (wind vorticity) and $\text{curl} \mathbf{R}$ (wind stress curl) exhibit similar patterns. Figure 1A shows the wind vorticity, and figure 1B the stress curl, computed from the same data, for the month of July. Because of the similarity of the two distributions, it does not seem inappropriate to compare compilations of wind vorticity and stress curl done by different authors.

Stommel (1965) published a summary paper of several sea-surface quantities, including maps of the annual mean wind stress and the wind stress curl. They cover the world ocean between approximately 50° S. and 50° N. The stress and the stress curl were drawn from the tables of Hidaka (1958); these tables contain seasonal and annual means of the surface wind stress, calculated for 5° square areas. Stommel obtained approximately the same annual stress curl distributions as Mintz and Dean did in their winter
and summer vorticity fields. In Stommel's annual map, the strongest deviation from this pattern also occurs in the Indian Ocean north of the Equator. Except for a positive curl area between Ceylon and Sumatra, this whole region has negative curl. This is an effect of the strong summer circulation which overbalances the positive winter curl.

In a recent paper by Holopainen (1967), the annual mean wind stress curl was calculated for the Northern Hemisphere north of 10° N. His investigation is noteworthy for a different approach to the surface curl. While other authors—including the present one—derive the curl from surface observations, requiring assumptions about the drag coefficient, Holopainen determines the vorticity budget of the whole atmosphere. Vertical integration of the atmospheric vorticity equation between the upper (p_0=100 mb) and the lower (p_1=1000 mb) boundaries of the atmosphere gives the mean surface wind stress curl over the ocean as

\[ \text{curl, } \tau = -\frac{1}{g} \int_{p_0}^{p_1} \nabla \psi dp. \]  

(5)

In this equation, \( \psi = \zeta + f \) is the absolute wind vorticity, \( \zeta \) the relative vorticity, \( f \) the Coriolis parameter, and \( V = (u, v) \) the horizontal wind vector. Numerical evaluation of the integral in equation (5) was based on the charts of Crutcher (1959). The curl, \( \tau \), values were plotted in the unit 10^{-1} kg m^{-2} sec^{-2} as in the present study. The pattern over the oceans compares satisfactorily with the map of Stommel (1965), especially in the North Atlantic and in the Indian Ocean north of 12° N. On the basis of a barotropic frictional layer theory, Holopainen states a linear relationship between the annual mean wind stress curl and the wind vorticity at the surface. This will allow a close comparison of the annual fields of curl, \( \tau \) and curl, \( V \) in middle latitudes. Near the Equator, this theory does not apply because the proportionality factor depends on \( \sqrt{f} \). From the field of the wind stress curl and with the aid of equations (2) and (3), Holopainen derived the stream function for the Sverdrup transport in both the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. For the Indian Ocean, no such calculation was made.

3. THE DUTCH ATLAS

Publication No. 135 of the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (1952), in this study referred to as the Dutch Atlas, provides 12 monthly sheets of sea-surface observation of mean wind arrows (direction in 5° intervals and force in Beaufort). The wind values were based on ship observations and averaged over 2° square fields. No data were given for 2° squares with fewer than five separate observations. For most of these fields, more than 24 separate observations were available.

The Dutch Atlas also provides 12 monthly sheets with more oceanographically oriented data, in particular sea-surface currents (direction and speed). The atlas contains additional fields of surface air pressure, temperature (air and water), and storm tracks. Verploegh (1980) discusses in some detail the annual variation of the pressure, the air and sea temperatures, and the wind system. His five meridional sections of the annual variation of the surface wind show in particular the constancy of the wind, as defined by the ratio of the vector mean to the scalar mean.

4. CONVERSION OF WIND FORCE TO WINDSPEED AND STRESS

The relationship between wind force in Beaufort and windspeed in meters per second has been under discussion for decades. For references, see Verploegh (1956, 1967) and Walden (1965). Both investigators summarize the possible errors in wind measurement aboard ship: measured quantities may be in error due to the influences of anemometer height, air stability, wind gusts, and relative velocity differences induced by the ship's pitch and roll. Sources of error in an observer's estimates are the wind direction relative to the ship's travel, his own height relative to the sea surface, the duration of a single observation, the kind of wind effects observed (foam, waves, sound of the rigging) and, of course, an inevitable subjectivity even in experienced observers.

From an extensive comparison of these errors, Verploegh (1967) is led to the important conclusion that "the accidental errors of wind measurement have the same order of magnitude as those of wind estimates." This order of magnitude is 0.58 \( I \), where \( I \) is the Beaufort interval. Furthermore, by comparing different observing techniques, Verploegh concludes with the general rule that "observers who are accustomed to their surroundings, i.e., experienced in observing wind effects on environmental objects, will be able to distinguish mean wind speeds to the same degree of precision whatever wind effects are observed." These results should demonstrate the usefulness of wind force data obtained by simple observation. The conversion scale of this study (table 1) has been adopted from Walden (1965); it closely resembles the international scale of 1946 (Walden 1965).

The conversion from windspeed to wind stress is also an unsolved problem. A simple formula valid for all ocean regions does not exist. In the past, a jump in the drag coefficient at Beaufort 4 was often assumed (Munk 1947). For his above-mentioned wind stress tables, Hidaka (1958) uses a formula with \( C_s=0.8\times10^{-3} \) for winds below 6.6 m sec^{-1} and \( C_s=2.6\times10^{-2} \) for winds above this speed. Some stress values according to this formula are listed in table 2. Hellerman (1967), in his updated estimate of the wind stress on the world ocean, adopted a \( C_s \) table with a 40 percent jump at Beaufort 4. Hellerman also takes into account latitudinal variations of the air density. An estimate of his stress values, based on the equivalent wind velocity values of the last line of table 1, is summarized in table 2.
Other recent investigations tend to use constant drag coefficients. The $C_p$ plot by Weiler and Burling (1967) shows no systematic decrease or increase of this quantity in the range 1.5 to 10.5 m sec$^{-1}$, though large scattering—at least 50 percent—is evident. Hasse (1968), both from his own measurements and from a comparison of the results of several earlier authors, comes to the conclusion that in the windspeed range 2 to 12 m sec$^{-1}$ the relationship

$$|\tau| = C_p \rho |V|^2$$

(6)

will nearly hold with constant $C_p$. The values of $C_p$ summarized by Hasse (see his fig. 3) are valid for 10-m heights above sea level. They are in the range 1.0 to 1.3$\times$10$^{-3}$, with individual errors of 17 to 28 percent. The conversion table between Beaufort force and wind stress, using equation (6) with $C_p=1.2\times10^{-3}$ and $C_{p,0}=1.6\times10^{-2}$ kg m$^{-3}$, was adopted in the present study and is listed in table 2 (note 1 kg m$^{-1}$ sec$^{-2}$=10 dynes cm$^{-2}$).

In the numerical calculations of this study, the Beaufort values were converted into the absolute magnitude $|\tau|$ of the respective wind stress values. The wind stress components were calculated with the aid of the simple relations

$$\tau_x = |\tau| \sin \alpha, \tau_y = |\tau| \cos \alpha$$

(7)

where $\alpha$ is the angle between north and the direction of the wind vector. It may be noted that no shift between the direction of the wind and the wind stress has been taken into consideration.

Figure 2 shows four meridional sections of the zonal wind stress component in the western and the eastern parts of the Indian Ocean for both winter and summer. The curves represent the results of this study, while the arrows are redrawn from the Hellerman tables. The data have been zonally averaged over an array of 10° longitude; the curves and the arrows are representative for the longitude intervals 60°-70° E. and 80°-90° E., respectively. Additionally, for obtaining the “winter” curves, the stress data computed from the Dutch Atlas for December, January, and February have been averaged; the “summer” curves are averages obtained from the June, July, and August data. The magnitude of the arrows are indicated by the scale on top of the figure; the scale on the bottom is to be used for the curves.

Though the patterns of figure 2 seem to fit roughly, the differences are noteworthy. They arise mainly from the different conversion tables (table 2). Part of the differences stem from the fact the Hellerman’s stress data are based on wind roses with speed frequency information; whereas in the present study, the stress is calculated from the mean wind. On the other hand, the time and space grid of Hellerman (5° square seasonal averages) is coarser than the grid of this study (2° square monthly averages). In any case, the differences of the two methods should be small in regions with high wind constancy. The maps of Verploegh (1960) show that in July the constancy over the latitude range 20° N.-20° S. is greater than 60 percent; over most of the range, it is even greater than 74 percent. Hence, the fit in figure 2 is relatively good in the entire area. Conversely, the poor agreement south of latitude 30° S. is related to a minimum of wind constancy between 30°-40° S. (constancy <25 percent).

5. SUPPLEMENTING OF DATA, OBJECTIVE FILTERING

As mentioned previously, some 2° square fields of the monthly wind maps contain fewer than five separate ob-
servations. In these cases, no wind arrows were drawn in the Dutch Atlas. In the curl charts (fig. 5), such squares are denoted by dots.

The missing values of \( \tau_z \) and \( \tau_\phi \) were obtained by linear interpolation in the zonal direction. There exists, in fact, a linear trend of the wind stress components in zonal direction over distances of a few grid points. To use data from other sources did not seem possible since the available data are valid for larger averaging scales.

The completed patterns of \( \tau_z \), \( \tau_\phi \) were smoothed by an objective filtering method. The following discrete weight function \( w(\alpha_1 D, \alpha_2 D) \) derived by Bleck (1965) was applied.

\[

curl \tau = \frac{1}{R \cos \phi} \left\{ \frac{\partial \tau_\phi}{\partial \lambda} - \frac{\partial \tau_z}{\partial \phi} (\tau_z \cos \phi) \right\}
\]

D (equals 2° latitude or longitude) is the grid distance, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are the wave numbers in both directions, given in terms of \( 1/D \) (thus the \( kD \) are dimensionless), and \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the grid-point indices; \( N \) is set equal to 2. The wave number response is a space analog to the familiar frequency response. Figure 3 shows a plot of the wave number response, which is, of course, even in both directions with respect to 0. Due to the symmetry of the weight function, the response is a real function. Phase shift occurs only in areas where \( H \) has negative values; in these areas, the phase shift is 180°.

6. CALCULATION OF WIND STRESS CURL

The vertical component of the curl of a vector \( \tau = (\tau_z, \tau_\phi) \) is given by

\[

curl \tau = \frac{1}{R \cos \phi} \left\{ \frac{\partial \tau_\phi}{\partial \lambda} - \frac{\partial \tau_z}{\partial \phi} \right\}
\]

where \( R \) denotes the radius of the earth and \( \phi \) and \( \lambda \) denote geographical latitude and longitude, respectively. The following discretization formula has been used (note \( \Delta \lambda = \Delta \phi \)) to approximate the curl value for the middle 2° square of figure 4:

\[

curl \tau = \frac{1}{R \cos \phi \Delta \phi} \left\{ \tau_{21} - \tau_{11} - \tau_{21} \cos(\phi + 2^\circ) \\
+ \tau_{11} \cos(\phi - 2^\circ) \right\}
\]

For typical wind stress values of \( 10^{-1} \) kg m\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-2}\) and
Figure 5.—Surface wind stress curl over the Indian Ocean. Units, $10^{-4}$ dynes cm$^{-1}$ $m^{-1}$. Negative areas are shaded. Dots indicate grid squares without available wind data.
with $R \cos \phi \Delta P = 4 \times 10^5$ m, typical values for the wind stress curl are of the order $2.5 \times 10^{-7}$ kg m$^{-2}$ sec$^{-2}$=2.5×10$^{-8}$ dynes cm$^{-2}$.

7. MONTHLY CHARTS OF WIND STRESS CURL OVER THE INDIAN OCEAN

Figure 5 shows the mean monthly distribution of the curl of the surface wind stress. The isolines are in units of $10^{-7}$ kg m$^{-2}$ sec$^{-2}$.

During winter, curl values of the order of one predominate over the entire Indian Ocean. Positive values are generally observed in the region north of 0° to 10° S. However, there are relatively large negative areas in the northwestern Arabian Sea and in the northwestern Bay of Bengal. South of latitude 5° S., a 15° to 20° wide zonal band of negative curl runs from East Africa to Indonesia-Australia. South of this band, positive values prevail to 45° S., where again negative values begin to occur. This pattern predominates more or less from November until March.

During summer (May through September), the curl field north of 0° to 10° S. is reversed in sign and is remarkably strengthened in intensity—by a factor of 2 at least. Over the entire region north of 10° S., negative curl appears, with values as low as −3 in midsummer in the central Arabian Sea. A narrower coastal strip 100 to 600 km wide, running from Madagascar along the coasts of East Africa, Arabia, and India, has mostly strong positive values—up to +5.

It does not seem suitable to dwell on the small-scale details of the curl fields since the smoothing procedure tends to blur them. Likewise, one should exercise caution in accounting for the patterns close to the boundaries.

Two large-scale features seem to be interesting. First is the belt of strong positive curl running northwest-southeast from Dar es Salaam along the northern tip of Madagascar to 20° N., 60° E. This belt is observed from April until December, its intensity varying and reaching a maximum in July. Second is a zone of negative (i.e., cyclonic) wind stress curl arising south of 45° S. This is in agreement with Mintz and Dean (1952) insofar as these authors stated from the observation of mean westerly current in 50° latitude and from the application of Stokes' theorem that the vector means of the vorticity over the entire polar caps should be cyclonic in sign. For the northern polar cap, the mean annual curl map of Holopainen (1967) also shows cyclonic (that is, positive) wind stress curl.

Figure 6.—Surface wind stress curl over the Indian Ocean on several latitude-time sections, redrawn from figure 5.
8. CONCLUSIONS

This study is intended to give a picture of the annual shift of the surface wind stress curl over the Indian Ocean down to 50° S, based on surface ship observations as presented in the 2° square monthly maps of the Dutch Atlas. Although it is not believed that the plots of figure 5 are final, they may provide more insight into the complex time-dependent structure of the curl pattern over this part of the ocean.

For inferring the time changes, figure 6 displays seven latitude-time sections. The sections are equidistant, and the time scale is positive downward. The stress curl unit is as in figure 5. The figure exhibits 14 percent of the information contained in the whole set of the 12 monthly charts. The strong time-dependent areas are indicated by nearly horizontally running isolines, most pronounced over the Arabian Sea (sections 55° E. and 69° E.).

The presented curl data may be useful in establishing wind-driven ocean models based on the time-dependent vorticity equation (1). Recently, Ding (1968) has discussed such a model for the Indian Ocean. He used a stress curl pattern of the following type

$\text{curl}_x \tau = \left( a \sin \frac{y}{y_0} + b \right) e^{\text{cut}}$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $y$ is a latitudinal coordinate and $a$, $b$, and $y_0$ are constants. Thus the curl varies harmonically both with latitude and with time; $\omega$ corresponds to a period of 1 yr. Zonal gradients of the wind stress curl are not included in equation (12). Obviously, functions of this type fit the observed curl pattern in the central Indian Ocean to a limited degree only. As can be seen by inspection of figures 5 or 6, the zonal gradient of the wind stress curl is not negligible; it can even be larger than the pertinent meridional gradient.

Due to the time lag between the driving forces and the response of the ocean, the calculation of Sverdrup transport charts from the presented curl fields does not seem meaningful. The time lag for barotropic processes is of the order of 1 mo (Hantel 1969).

Another well-known application of the surface stress curl field is concerned with upwelling. At the bottom of the divergent surface Ekman layer of the ocean, an estimation of the vertical velocity is

$w = \frac{1}{\rho_f} \text{curl}_z \tau$. \hspace{1cm} (13)

Positive vertical velocities should be connected with negative anomalies of sea-surface temperature. Indeed, the strong positive curl values in the northern summer near the Somali coast, considerably north of the Equator, are accompanied by the well-known negative temperature anomalies off this coast. The negative curl values in the Southern Hemisphere between Madagascar and the African coast in August and September may also be accompanied by negative temperature anomalies during late summer and fall (Miller and Jeffries 1967).
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